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STRAIT CROSSING HOTEL 

 

Location: Algeciras / Spain 

 

 

 

Each year, about two and half million of inmigrants crossed The Strait of Gibraltar. Being Algeciras with 14 

miles away to Morocco the main door of communication between Europa and Africa, with more than a 

million of theses displacements in a city of 120.000 inhabitants. 

 

This situation has triggered a succession of empty and full residual lanscapes depending on the season 

generated by the men. 

 

I opt for a marked geometry, linked to the volumenes that emerge when you looking at the port and re-

identifying this new landscape as entailment system between the city and the harbour. 

 

Property of force of concrete is used as structural and organizational material, giving its monumentality, 

abstraction and cleaning. Besides as a generator of different transitions, where through distinct rhythms and 

events, will emerge the posibility to perceive the different things. 

 

From the volume of cars and people that this space has to endure, from the power to understand that traffic 

and landscape, from  the action of inhabiting and understanding this volume as a new fabric of the city, I 

started to think in an organization of full and gaps to help more clearly to sort the different transitions 

depending on each case. 

 

The piece was created as a landscape element that does not change in volume, but it does on a human scale 

that favors their activities within it. 

Defined on the outside, but adaptable and flexible in their interior spaces that seek a subtle withdrawal of 

the physical presence of architecture to the background, looking for the interest of the effect produced and it 

is able to re-identify a new landscape as a link organization system between the city and the harbour. 

 

Finally contributing to the traveler may have series of linked experiences and allowing to perceive the 

passage of time by the shadows that the structure draw and different occupancy states in different seasons. 


